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Abstract: This paper investigated the nonlinear vibrations of an uncertain overhung rotor system with
rub-impact fault. As the clearance of the rotor and stator is getting smaller, contact between them often
occurs at high rotation speeds. Meanwhile, inherent uncertainties in the rubbing can be introduced
for a variety of reasons, and they are typically restricted to small-sample variables. It is important to
gain a robust understanding of the dynamics of such a system under non-probabilistic uncertainties.
A non-intrusive uncertainty quantification scheme, coupled with the Runge-Kutta method, was used
to study the effects of the rub-impact related interval uncertainties on the dynamical response
individually and simultaneously, including the uncertainties in the contact stiffness, clearance,
and friction coefficient. Moreover, the numerical validation of the developed analysis method was
verified through comparisons with the scanning approach. The results obtained provide some
guidance for investigating the uncertain dynamics of rubbing rotors and diagnosing the rub-impact
fault under non-random uncertainty.
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1. Introduction

As engines are getting more and more compact, the clearance between the stator and rotor has
been reduced to a very small value. When the rotor operates at high rotation speeds, the vibrations
caused by assemble errors or typical faults, such as mass imbalance, will become prominent and the
amplitudes will reach the clearance limit easily [1–3]. Then, contact between the rotor and stator
occurs, often referred to as rub-impact [4–6]. Rubbing events in rotor systems may lead to instabilities,
blade fracture, and even catastrophic disasters [7–9]. In order to understand the rubbing mechanism,
as well as the rich nonlinear behaviors, many researchers have carried out investigations for dynamic
analyses and rubbing fault diagnosis [10–15]. The effects of different rubbing forms on the dynamics
of rotor systems were studied in depth by Ma et al. [16,17]. Then, relevant nonlinear dynamics were
intensively investigated, including the unbalanced dynamical responses, critical speeds, and whirling
orbits. Fay et al. [18] presented a numerical tool for the predictions of unstable regions related to the
rotational speed. An aero-engine dual-rotor system with rub-impact was studied by Sun et al. [19].
These contributions provided insights of the nature of the rubbing faults.

In engineering complicated machineries, the parametric uncertainties can be introduced in many
ways [20–22]. The influences of them on the dynamics of mechanical systems should not be neglected
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to achieve robust assessments [23–26]. In recent years, some researchers have drawn their attention to
the uncertainty quantifications in the field of rotordynamics [20,27–31]. However, it is worth pointing
out that most of these works were accomplished in the probability frame. Probabilistic methods
often require the rigorous probability density function of uncertainty, which is established on the
basis of large number of samples. In the practical applications, the number of specimen is limited
in aero-engine rotating systems, which can be categorized as the small-sample-sized variables.
Therefore, such probabilistic distribution models will be very difficult to construct or the expense
will be high to produce sufficient number of samples. The interval approaches may be more useful
in such cases as they rely only on the bounds of uncertainties [32]. Dimarogonas was the first to
introduce interval analysis into rotordynamics [33]. Fu et al. [28,34] developed the interval precise
integration method to calculate the uncertain transient responses and also a surrogate for the nonlinear
dynamics of a cracked rotor. The stochastic response of a rubbing rotor/stator system was investigated
by Zhang et al. [35]. A likelihood method was established to address the rubbing problem with
mixed uncertainties in aspects of risk and reliability estimations [36]. Sinou et al. [37] investigated the
stochastic nonlinear responses of a flexible rotor system with non-regular nonlinearities. As can be seen
from the literature, the uncertain nonlinear behaviors of a rubbing rotor considering non-probabilistic
uncertainties have not been fully revealed, especially the interval unbalanced dynamic responses.
For this paper, we were motivated to investigate the effects of bounded uncertain parameters on the
nonlinear responses of a rub-impact rotor system with an overhung disk using the non-intrusive
interval uncertainty propagation method. There were two specific research objectives. The first was
to analyze the interval nonlinear responses of an overhung rotor system considering the bounded
uncertainties related to the rubbing event. The second was to justify the effectiveness and ability of the
interval uncertainty analysis method in the prediction of response ranges for the non-smooth nonlinear
rubbing problems. Various cases were investigated and compared for different uncertain parameter
sets. In the uncertainty analysis method, computational efficiency improvement of simulations in the
multi-dimensional uncertain cases has been achieved by truncating the tensorial sample candidates to
an optimal size. For the present study, there were three hypotheses made. First, the mass disk is a
rigid body without deformation while the casing is assumed to be rigid, but its surface can deform
marginally subject to a rubbing event. Second, the torsional and axial vibrations of the rotating shaft
can be ignored. Third, the uncertain parameters in the rotor system are independent to each other, i.e.,
they vary in their own respective manners without correlations.

The rest of the content is organized as follows. First, the rubbing model and the equations of motion
of the overhung rotor system are established in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, the interval nonlinear
dynamics of the system considering bounded uncertainties are derived based on the Chebyshev
formulation. The numerical results for different cases and discussions are presented in Section 4.
Lastly, the main conclusions and outlook for future research are given.

2. Motion Description of the Rubbing Rotor

A hollow-shaft rotor with overhung disk was considered in this study, which is shown in Figure 1.
The system is simplified from an oxygen pump and represents a typical overhung configuration widely
employed in industry [13,34]. It is supported by two isotropic linear bearings with the same stiffness in
both x and y directions. The mass of the disk is m, and the polar and transverse moments of inertia of it
are Jp and Jd. Damping effect is integrated into the viscous damping c. A casing is assembled alongside
the mass disk and the clearance between the rotor and the casing is described by δ. They contact when
the vibration amplitude of the rotor reaches the limit. The reacting forces during contact are illustrated
in Figure 2.

The transfer matrix method (TMM) can be conveniently applied here to derive the governing
equations of motion (EOM) of the system. In TMM, every featured cross-section has four motion
displacements, i.e., two translate displacements and two rotation angles. Its major advantage is that
the dimension of calculation matrices stays constant regardless of the number of degrees-of-freedom
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(DOFs) in the rotor system. The disk can be modeled by external incremental to the motion status vector.
Denoting the displacement vector of the disk by [x, α, y, ϕ]T, where x, y are the lateral displacements,
and α and ϕ are the rotational displacements around the y and x axes. To provide more information
on the rotational displacement, Figure 3 shows the motion of the rigid disk in the OZX plane where
the lateral displacement x and rotational displacement α are included. It is similar in the OZY plane.
Take the mass of the elastic shafts into consideration, the time-varying motion equations of the rotor
system can be expressed as

m
..
x + c

.
x + k11x + k12α = meω2 cos(ωt) + Fx

Jd
..
α+ Jpω

.
ϕ+ k21x + k22θ = 0

m
..
y + c

.
y + k11y + k12ϕ = meω2 sin(ωt) + Fy −mg

Jd
..
ϕ− Jpω

.
α+ k21y + k22ϕ = 0

, (1)

where Fx and Fy are the nonlinear forces induced by the rubbing, ω is the angular speed, and e is the
imbalance on the disk. The stiffness parameters ki j, i, j = 1, 2 are elements derived using the TMM
from the left side of the rotor to the right side [34].

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the rubbing rotor.

Figure 2. Rotor/case contacting diagram.

For a predefined clearance δ, if the radial deflection of the disk geometric center r =
√

x2 + y2 is
less than the clearance value, then Fx = Fy = 0 and the rotor system will vibrate linearly. When r ≥ δ
holds true, the rub-impact forces are given by [8,16,19]{

Fn(x, y) = kc(r− δ)
Fτ = µFn

, (2)
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where kc is the contact stiffness, and µ is the friction coefficient related to forces tangential to the impact.
In a uniform way, the rub-impact forces on the rotor can be projected on the coordinates as[

Fx

Fy

]
= −(1−

δ
r
)kcH(r− δ)

[
1 −µ
µ 1

][
x
y

]
, (3)

where H(ν) is the Heaviside function

H(ν) =

{
0, ν < 0
1, ν ≥ 0

. (4)

To obtain the steady-state vibration response of the rotor, the fourth order Runge-Kutta method
(RK4) is used to solve Equation (1). The rotor/case contact stiffness, friction coefficient, and clearance
value for the rotor under study are set as kc = 1.25 × 107 N/m, µ = 0.2, and δ = 4 × 10−5 m.
The imbalance is considered only on the disk, and the eccentricity is 0.001 m with an initial angle zero.
The length and radius for shaft 1 and 2 are 0.3 m, 0.02 m, and 0.12 m, 0.03 m, respectively. The inner
radius of two shafts is 0.01 m. The disk has a mass 8.4 kg, and the polar and diameter moments of
inertia are 0.0695 kg/m2 and 0.0357 kg/m2, respectively. Viscous damping at the disk is considered,
and its value is 120 N·s/m. The stiffness values for bearing 1 and 2 are 1× 108 N/m and 1× 106 N/m.

Figure 3. Motion relationships of the disk.

3. Nonlinear Vibrations Under Uncertainty

In this section, the uncertainties in the rubbing rotor will be described first. We will focus on the
crucial parameters related directly to the rub-impact as the effects of the regular uncertain physical
parameters are intensively investigated in the stochastic domain [30,38,39]. Then, the non-intrusive
uncertainty analysis procedure will be explained for the nonlinear dynamics. Some manipulations are
incorporated, as well, to decrease the computational cost.

3.1. Bounded Uncertainties in Rubbing Fault

There are three critical parameters involved in the rub-impact between the rotor and case,
i.e., the clearance, the contact stiffness, and the friction coefficient. They are inherently subject
to uncertainties induced by wear of rotor blades, material degradation, and assemble errors.
Meanwhile, the complete statistical information for these uncertainties is difficult to obtain,
and the probabilistic methodologies will fail in such cases. Thus, we model the uncertainties
by uncertain-but-bounded quantities, which are defined by their upper and lower limits. For the
bounded clearance, we can write it in interval form:

δI = [δ, δ] = [δc
− βδδ

c, δc + βδδ
c], (5)
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where I denotes an interval parameter, the δ, δ, and δc are the lower bound, upper bound, and mid-value
of δI, respectively. The uncertain coefficient βδ for bounded clearance is a small percentage.

Considering uncertainty in the contact stiffness, the interval stiffness can be expressed as

kI
c = [kc, kc] = [kc

c − βkkc
c, kc

c + βkkc
c], (6)

in which kc, kc, and kc
c are the lower bound, upper bound, and mid-value of kI

c, respectively. Symbol βk
is the uncertain coefficient of interval contact stiffness.

Similarly, bounded friction coefficient is given by

µI = [µ, µ] = [µc
− βuµ

c, µc + βuµ
c], (7)

where µ, µ, and µc are the lower bound, upper bound, and mid-value of µI, respectively. Notation βu

is the uncertain coefficient of bounded friction coefficient.

3.2. Uncertainty Analysis of the Response

The dynamic behaviors of the rotor will be nonlinear due to the non-smooth rubbing forces
and it is a challenge for the uncertainty analysis procedure to accurately predict the response range.
Generally, the intrusive methodologies, such as the Taylor perturbation method, can provide fair
estimations, but the implementation is not convenient [32]. On the other side, the non-intrusive interval
approaches are adaptive and easy to use while prone to introduce overestimations [34], especially for
highly nonlinear dynamic problems. The Chebyshev inclusion function [40], suitable for nonlinear
problems, works non-intrusively and can be incorporated with collocation skills to reduce computation
cost [41]. When the physical parameters are considered uncertain, the nonlinear response output
can be regarded as a continuous function of the bounded uncertainties. However, the unique and
rigorous explicit expression for it cannot be determined beforehand. Suppose the uncertain response
distribution function can be approximated by the Chebyshev orthogonal polynomial expansion;
then the deterministic rubbing rotor will be used as a black box avoiding modifications to the
established solver. For this purpose, an approximation for the uncertain responses (referring to any of
the four displacements expressed in Equation (1) or the radial deflection r) considering single bounded
parameter can be formulated as

R(ξ) =
f0
2
+

n∑
i=1

fiCi(ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (8)

ξ =
2a− (a + a)

a− a
, a ∈ aI = [a, a], (9)

where n is the desired order, and a is an uncertain variable corresponding to any of the practical
bounded parameters expressed in Equations (5)–(7). The C(ξ) represents the Chebyshev orthogonal
polynomial C(ξ) = cos(iarccosx)). In recurrence form, it is given as{

C0(ξ) = 1, C1(ξ) = ξ
Ci+1(ξ) = 2ξCi(ξ) −Ci−1(ξ)

. (10)

Notation fi is the expansion coefficient, which can be obtained by the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature

fi =
2
p

p∑
k=1

R(ξ̃k)Ci(ξ̃k), (11)
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where ξ̃k is the collocation point generated by the roots of the (p + 1)-th Chebyshev polynomial

ξk = cos(
2k− 1

2p
π), k = 1, 2, · · · , p. (12)

Herein, we set p = n + 1 to improve efficiency, which is the minimum requirement in order to be
accurate. In Equation (2), Ci(ξ̃k) is the value of the Chebyshev polynomial at collocations and R(ξ̃k)

should be calculated by the distribution function, which is unknown. However, at the specific point,
the response value can be derived by the deterministic system. To this end, we first transform the
collocation point to its corresponding physical parameter:

ak =
ak + ak

2
+

ak − ak
2

ξk. (13)

In this manner, the uncertain parameter is specified as a deterministic value, and then the R(ξ̃k)

can be calculated by Equation (1). Currently, the approximation function of the nonlinear uncertain
response is established, and the spreading interval can be determined by searching the extreme
values. Moreover, it can reduce overestimations caused by the interval arithmetic used in [34,40].
Taking multiple bounded parameters into consideration, the manipulations of the collocation points
and projections should be written in vector form:

ξ =
2α− (α+ α)

α− α
,α ∈ αI = [α,α]. (14)

It is worth mentioning that the calculation is still completed with respect to every element.
The multi-dimensional Chebyshev polynomials are consequently written as

Ci1i2···ih(ξ) = Ci1(ξ1)Ci2(ξ2) · · ·Cih(ξh), (15)

where h denotes the number of considered uncertainties. Generally, the collocation points grow in a
tensor way in comparison with single uncertainty problems. For example, there are at least (n + 1)h

samples for the h-dimensional uncertain problem. The computation cost will increase enormously
with the dimension and expansion order, which may discourage its application. Therefore, an extra
scheme that attempts to reduce the computational burden is needed, such as the sparse grid method.
The Chebyshev collocation method [41] provides a good solution to this problem. For a predefined
approximation order n, we delete the terms in the tensor product of Equation (8), whose order is higher
than n, and the least-term expression is obtained:

R(ξ) =
∑

0≤i1+...+ih≤n

1
2λ

Γi1,··· ,ihCi1,··· ,ih(ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1]h, (16)

where λ equals to the number of appearance of 0 in the index set i1i2 · · · ih. The total number of terms in
Equation (7) is N = (n + h)!/(n!h!) and so is the number of unknown coefficients Γi1,··· ,ih . The optimal
amount of collocations is two times the number of unknowns.

Then, the coefficient vector can be calculated by regression formulas:

Γ = (ΛTΛ)
−1

ΛTR̃(ξ̂) (17)

where ξ̂ denotes the truncated collocation point sets, and Λ is expressed as
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Λ =


C0,··· ,0(ξ̃1) C1,··· ,0(ξ̃1) · · · Ci1,··· ,ih(ξ̃1) · · · C0,··· ,n(ξ̃1)

C0,··· ,0(ξ̃2) C1,··· ,0(ξ̃2) · · · Ci1,··· ,ih(ξ̃2) · · · C0,··· ,n(ξ̃2)
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
C0,··· ,0(ξ̃2N) C1,··· ,0(ξ̃2N) · · · Ci1,··· ,ih(ξ̃2N) · · · C0,··· ,n(ξ̃2N)

, (18)

ξ̃ j = [ξ̃1 j, ξ̃2 j, · · · , ξ̃hj]
T

, j = 1, 2, · · · , 2N. (19)

The R̃(ξ̂) represents the deterministic nonlinear response vector drawn at the collocation points.
Similar to the single uncertainty case, the response range can be easily obtained:

RI(αI) = [min(R(α)), max(R(α))]. (20)

From the above deduction, we can notice that the uncertainty analysis procedure developed
does not break into the descriptions of the original rotor system, namely Equation (1). It will be quite
convenient for engineering problems, especially when the solution process is rather complicated.
For the better reader comprehension, the computational flowchart of the framework is demonstrated
in Figure 4. Generally, the overestimations of the non-intrusive methods in nonlinear problems are
usually significant, and high orders may be necessary to converge. The numerical performance of this
approach will be tested for the rubbing rotor dynamical problems in the simulations.

Figure 4. Computational flowchart of the analysis framework. EOM = equations of motion;
TMM = transfer matrix method; RK4 = fourth order Runge-Kutta method.

4. Numerical Results

In this section, the effects of the bounded uncertainties in fault relevant physical parameters on
the nonlinear response are investigated based on the fixed physical parameters given in Section 2.
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Firstly, the deterministic response is illustrated to characterize the rubbing rotor system without
uncertainty and to give an initial impression of its dynamic behaviors. Based on the deterministic
model and numerical simulations, the steady-state vibration amplitude time history of the disk
geometric center and its orbit at ω = 200 rad/s are plotted in Figure 5. In Figure 5, the initial periods
are skipped to eliminate transient effects. We can see from Figure 5 that the vibration response time
history is affected by the rub-impact, and multiple frequencies can be found. The orbit is no longer an
ellipse, and the response can exhibit rich nonlinear characteristics.

Figure 5. Nonlinear vibrations of the rubbing rotor at ω = 200 rad/s: (a) amplitude; (b) orbit.

For the following of this part, the three bounded uncertainties will be investigated, respectively,
as well as simultaneously. In single uncertainty cases, an order 3 in Equation (2) will be used. Figure 6
presents the interval response of the rubbing rotor with 5% bounded uncertainty in the clearance
between the rotor and case. In Figure 6, the deterministic response is also provided in black dotted
line for reference. The upper bound is plotted in red solid line, and the lower in blue solid line. It is
similar in the forthcoming uncertain simulations. From Figure 6, we can observe that, due to the
uncertainty, the dynamic response is enveloped in an interval. Precise enclosure of the nominal curve
is evidenced in all the time history, despite the complexity in vibrational response curves introduced by
the nonlinear nature. The dynamic response is globally influenced in the time history, and the upper
and lower bounds are not necessarily symmetric about the nominal line. The peak values, including the
upper and lower ones, are deviated more significantly. It is demonstrated that the uncertainty in
the clearance is a crucial factor for the dynamic behaviors of the rubbing rotor system. Then, we
investigated the effects of the bounded friction coefficient when the uncertain degree is set as the same
value of 5%. Based on the calculation procedure, the results are given in Figure 7. An important feature
that should be noticed in Figure 7 is that the response range pattern is obviously different compared
with Figure 6. The influences of the non-probabilistic uncertainty in friction coefficient are mainly
demonstrated around the peaks and anti-peaks, while in other areas the interval bounds distribute
closely to the deterministic line. Overall, the deviations of the amplitudes are not significant. To further
study its effects, Figure 8 shows the interval results when the uncertain degree for friction coefficient
is 10%. From Figure 8, it can be seen that the deviations are greater than in Figure 7, induced by the
larger variations in the parameter. This phenomenon can also be interpreted as the uncertainty in
friction coefficient is less sensitive than that of the clearance. However, its impacts on the amplitudes
of resonant peaks cannot be neglected.
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Figure 6. Vibrations of the rubbing rotor with 5% bounded clearance uncertainty: blue solid line = lower
bound; red solid line = upper bound; black dotted line = deterministic curve.

Figure 7. Vibrations of the rubbing rotor with 5% bounded friction coefficient uncertainty: blue solid
line = lower bound; red solid line = upper bound; black dotted line = deterministic curve.

Figure 9 gives the simulation results with 5% bounded uncertainty in the contact stiffness of the
rotor and case. It can be seen that the dynamic response range is influenced in the complete time
history, which is even more significant than in the uncertain clearance case. That is mainly due to
the crucial role the contact stiffness played in a rub-impact event. Special attention should be paid to
this parameter in the analysis of the deterministic and uncertain dynamics of a rubbing rotor system.
In this condition, we would like to test the accuracy of the uncertainty analysis procedure in such a
sensitive and nonlinear case. The reference solutions are generated by the interval scanning method,
which draws samples for an interval variable with equal distance. For a more insightful observation of
the difference between the results obtained from the two interval methods, we calculated the relative
difference rate, which is shown in Figure 10, by considering the results from the 100-points scanning
method as accurate. The latter has been verified to be convergent with results calculated using more
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samples. From Figure 10, it is illustrated that the proposed analysis method has excellent accuracy
in prediction of the uncertain nonlinear response bounds. The errors for the upper bound is very
small and negligible. Greater errors are found in the lower bound, and they reach peak values as the
deterministic curve gets close to peaks. However, the errors are all below 1.2%, and it is satisfactory
since only order 3 in the interval method is applied. The calculation burden for the two methods are
not comparable as running of the deterministic model four times is needed in the method proposed,
while 100 times is required in the scanning method. The above discussions provide verification to the
accuracy and efficiency of the non-intrusive uncertainty propagation approach.

Figure 8. Vibrations of the rubbing rotor with 10% bounded friction coefficient uncertainty: blue solid
line = lower bound; red solid line = upper bound; black dotted line = deterministic curve.

Figure 9. Vibrations of the rubbing rotor with 5% bounded contact stiffness uncertainty: blue solid line
= lower bound; red solid line = upper bound; black dotted line = deterministic curve.

Figure 11 shows the response intervals of the rotor system at ω = 200 rad/s considering
the three bounded uncertainties described in Section 3.1, with the uncertain coefficient 5% to all.
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This multi-uncertain-variable problem combines the effects of the previous cases. It was noticed that
multi-uncertain parameters will bring extra variations in the dynamic behaviors of the rubbing rotor,
and a wide range is demonstrated. Some distortions are observed, as well, in the lower bound of
the response. According to the results, it is important to take the uncertainties into consideration
for the dynamic analysis and rubbing fault diagnosis of rotating machineries in engineering context.
In Figure 12, we give the response ranges for ω = 225 rad/s, with only 2% uncertainties in the same
three parameters. The revolution speed is carefully chosen based on extra simulations (not presented
here) to allow analysis of the system when it is sensitive to variabilities in physical parameters.
The uncertain degree is also set to the value of 2% to demonstrate the propagations of small range
uncertainties in sensitive case. We can notice from Figure 12 that the amplitudes and response ranges of
vibration are large though the uncertain degree is decreased. There are high-amplitude bands during a
complete period, and the deterministic curve is not placed in the middle. These characteristics will
have significant influences on the dynamics and diagnosis of rub-impact faults.

Figure 10. Error diagram for the case with 5% bounded contact stiffness uncertainty.

Figure 11. Vibrations of the rubbing rotor atω = 200 rad/s with three bounded uncertainties: blue solid
line = lower bound; red solid line = upper bound; black dotted line = deterministic curve.
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Figure 12. Vibrations of the rubbing rotor atω = 225 rad/s with three bounded uncertainties: blue solid
line = lower bound; red solid line = upper bound; black dotted line = deterministic curve.

5. Discussions

In the context of rotor systems with typical faults, the effects of parametric uncertainties on the
nonlinear dynamic responses have been widely investigated using the stochastic methods, such as
cubic nonlinearity, misalignment, and initial bow [30,35–37]. However, there are many situations
where the probability-based uncertainty analysis methods are found difficult to implement due to
the absence of essential statistical information. The uncertainty analysis method developed in this
study avoids the hash demands, with only the varying limitations of variables needed. Moreover, the
property of non-intrusive calculation benefits the implementation and makes the method a universal
tool for other similar uncertain nonlinear problems. In a previous study of a rotor/stator contact
problem under random uncertainty [35], the derivative-based Taylor expansion method was used to
analyze the first two statistical moments, considering the randomness in support stiffness, damping,
contact stiffness, and unbalance. In large-scale systems [19], the derivative information can be difficult
to obtain. For the perturbation techniques, the computational accuracy cannot be guaranteed if large
variation coefficients are applied. The comparison with the scanning method in this study suggests
that the calculation accuracy of the developed analysis method is satisfactory (below 1.2%) with large
uncertainties although only low approximation order was used. Therefore, it could be a reference for
uncertainty analysis in rubbing rotors under various conditions.

Reliability analysis of a rubbing Jeffcott rotor was conducted, and the safe and failure regions were
studied [36]. Simulation on random responses with multiple random parameters was provided in [35].
However, the influences of individual uncertainties remain unknown. In this research, the uncertainties
closely related to the rub-impact fault were considered, and their effects on the nonlinear responses
were presented. The system responses are found to be quite sensitive to the interval uncertainty in
the contact stiffness and then to the clearance. It is comparatively less significant of the response
deviations when uncertain friction coefficient was considered under the same uncertain degree 5%.
The simulations with three interval parameters suggest that small uncertainties may propagate and
cause significant variabilities in the nonlinear response. An interesting phenomenon that should be
noted in Figure 12 is that the positions of vibration peaks have been shifted, which are caused by the
alterations in the natural characteristics of the rotor system [42]. Moreover, the upper bound and lower
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bound of the interval response are not necessarily symmetrical about its nominal curve. The results
could help for the rub-impact fault diagnosing and dynamical characterization.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the uncertain nonlinear vibration of a rubbing overhung rotor is investigated via
the non-intrusive uncertainty propagation analysis. The dynamical characteristics of the rotor system
with concurrent presence of rub-impact and interval uncertainties related to the fault are complicated
due to the nonlinear nature. The numerical simulations show that the uncertainties have obvious
impacts on the dynamic characteristics, and they can alter the pattern of vibrations, as well as the
diagnosis of rub-impact fault. Specifically, the uncertainty in contact stiffness has the most significant
effects, which is followed by uncertainty in the clearance. The variability in the friction coefficient
has the least effects on the nonlinear vibrations compared with the former two uncertain parameters.
Propagations of multiple sources of uncertainties can cause the dynamic responses of the system
deviate significantly from the nominal curves, even though individual uncertainties have relatively
small uncertain degrees. Comparison with the scanning method gives credit to the calculation accuracy
and computational efficiency of the method developed. The largest relative errors are observed in the
lower bounds but are no greater than 1.2%. The results obtained can be helpful for more comprehensive
evaluations and understanding of the dynamics of the rubbing rotor with uncertainties taken into
consideration. The uncertainty analysis method, which is non-intrusive in implementation and
qualified for interval uncertainties spreading in large ranges, can be used to investigate other general
nonlinear mechanical systems, as well. In future research, the inherent nonlinear behaviors under
interval uncertainty, including the multi-solution evolutions with turning points and the stabilities
of solutions, will be investigated by the predictor-corrector technique and non-intrusive approaches.
Application of the uncertainty quantification frame to the practical aero-engine rotor systems with
rub-impact under various working conditions will be carried out.
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